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Tells a story about the strange relationship of two migrant workers who are able to realize their dreams of an easy life until one of
them succumbs to his weakness for soft, helpless creatures and strangles a farmer's wife.
"An exciting novel of suspense, based on a fight to the finish between an honest and courageous young man and a cynical
business tycoon who believes that anything can be had for a price."--Horn Book. An ALA Best of the Best Books for Young Adults,
Edgar Allan Poe Mystery Writers Award, A New York Times Outstanding Book of the Year, New York Public Library--Books for the
Teen Age.
. . . I wanted you more than you'll ever know, so I sent love to follow wherever you go. . . . Love is the greatest gift we have to give
our children. It's the one thing they can carry with them each and every day. If love could take shape it might look something like
these heartfelt words and images from the inimitable Nancy Tillman. Wherever You Are is a book to share with your loved ones,
no matter how near or far, young or old, they are.
"Trust me. This is the only baby book you'll ever need! It's amazing, heartwarming, and completely user-friendly. Just add your
heart!" --Christiane Northrup, MD, author of Mother-Daughter Wisdom, The Wisdom of Menopause, and Women's Bodies,
Women's Wisdom Attached at the Heart offers readers practical parenting advice for the modern age. In its most basic form,
"attachment parenting" is instinctive. A crying baby is comforted and kept close to parents for protection. If hungry, he or she is
breastfed. And while it is understood that there is no such thing as perfect parenting, research suggests that there is a strong
correlation between a heightened sense of respect, empathy, and affection in those children raised the "attachment parenting"
way. In this controversial book, readers will gain much needed insight into childrearing while learning to trust the intuitive
knowledge of their child, ultimately building a strong foundation that will strengthen the parent-child bond. Using the Eight
Principles of Parenting, readers will learn: How to prepare for baby before birth Why breastfeeding is a must for busy moms When
to start feeding solid food How to respond to temper tantrums Sleeping safety guidelines and the benefits of cosleeping Tips for
short separation How to practice positive discipline and its rewards Tips for finding and maintaining balance The benefits of using
a baby sling and implementing infant massage Tips on dealing with criticism from those opposed or unfamiliar with AP style The
dangers surrounding traditional discipline styles of parenting Contrary to popular belief, "attachment parenting" has been practiced
in one form or another since recorded history. Over the years, it had been slowly replaced by a more detached parenting style—a
style that is now believed by experts to be a lead contributing factor to suicide, depression, and violence. The concept of
"attachment parenting"—a term originally coined by parenting experts William and Martha Sears—has increasingly been validated by
research in many fields of study, such as child development, psychology, and neuroscience. Also known as "conscious parenting,"
"natural parenting," "compassionate parenting," or "empathic parenting," its goal is to stimulate optimal child development. While
many attachment-parenting recommendations likely counter popular societal beliefs, authors Barbara Nicholson and Lysa Parker
are quick to point out that the benefits outweigh the backlash of criticism that advocates of detached parenting may impose.
"The drawings aren't very good, Mama." —Crappy Boy, age 5 Of course you love being a parent. But sometimes, it just sucks. I
know. I'm Amber Dusick and I started my blog Parenting: Illustrated with Crappy Pictures because I needed a place to vent about
the funny (and frustrating) day-to-day things that happened to me as a parent. Turns out, poop is hilarious! At least when you're
not the one wiping it up. This book won't make your frustrating moments any less crappy. But these stories about my Crappy Baby,
Crappy Boy and my husband, Crappy Papa, will hopefully make you laugh. Because you're not alone. And sometimes the
crappiest moments make the best memories. Parenting is wonderful! And also, well, you know.
The first time Melanie Ross meets April Hall, she’s not sure they have anything in common. But she soon discovers that they both
love anything to do with ancient Egypt. When they stumble upon a deserted storage yard, Melanie and April decide it’s the perfect
spot for the Egypt Game. Before long there are six Egyptians, and they all meet to wear costumes, hold ceremonies, and work on
their secret code. Everyone thinks it’s just a game until strange things start happening. Has the Egypt Game gone too far?
"Helnwein debuts in striking fashion... The writing, especially the dialogue, is magnetic, honest, and brimming with caustic wit...
[an] enrapturing take on the intense highs and lows of teenage love." —Booklist (Starred Review) "Wildly real and bursting with all
the romance and pain of coming into oneself." —Kirkus (Starred Review) "Helnwein frankly conveys the joy, fear, and awkwardness
of an all-consuming first love, poignantly depicting Gracie’s growth: particularly the hard-won knowledge that she can exist 'just by
the sheer force of herself,' and the grace she learns to show herself and others." —Publishers Weekly "One of Eight 2021 YA
Books To TBR ASAP" —BookRiot Mercedes Helnwein's Slingshot is an exciting debut contemporary young adult novel perfect for
fans of Rainbow Rowell and Mary H. K. Choi "I didn’t think it was going to be anything like this when I finally fell in love. I thought it
was going to be pretty simple. Like, I’d love someone and they’d love me. I thought that’s the way it worked.” Grace Welles is
stuck at a third-tier boarding school in the swamps of Florida, where her method of survival is a strict, self-imposed loneliness. And
it works. Her crap attitude keeps people away because without friends, there are fewer to lose. But when she accidentally saves
the new kid, Wade Scholfield, from being beaten up, everything about her precariously balanced loner world collapses and, in
order to find her footing again, she has no choice but to discover a completely new way to exist. Because with Wade around,
school rules are optional, weird is okay, and conversations about wormholes can lead to make-out sessions that disrupt any logical
stream of thought. Nothing’s perfect, but that’s not the point. When they're together everything seems uncomplicated in a way
that Grace knows is not possible. Except it is. So why does Grace crush Wade’s heart into a million pieces? Acidly funny and
compulsive readable, this debut is a story about two people finding each other and then screwing it all up. See also: soulmate,
stupidity, sex, friendship, bad poetry, very bad decisions and all the indignities of being in love for the first time.
WAY OF THE PEACEFUL WARRIOR has become one of the most beloved spiritual sagas of our time. Shared among friends and
families, this million-copy word-of-mouth bestseller has inspired men and women of all ages in twenty languages worldwide.
Despite his success, college student and world-champion athlete Dan Millman is haunted by a feeling that something is missing
from his life. Awakened one night by dark dreams, he wanders into an all-night gas station, meets an old man named Socrates,
and his world is changed forever. Guided by this eccentric old warrior, drawn to an elusive young woman named Joy, Dan begins
a spiritual odyssey into realms of light and shadow, romance and mystery, toward a final confrontation that will deliver or destroy
him. This classic tale, told with heart and humor, speaks to the peaceful warrior in each of us. Countless readers have been
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moved to laughter and tears - even moments of illumination - as they rediscover life's larger meaning and purpose. Journey with
Dan on the peaceful warrior's path to unreasonable happiness. Find out for yourself why this book changes lives.
A wise man once said that "You have to have lived it to write about it." Author Kirk Stephan has lived it, having spent a year wandering about
India, followed by several years exploring the pre-Colombian temples of Latin America and studying Mayan Hieroglyphics. In this novella, Kirk
recounts his adventures navigating the islands of the Indian Ocean aboard his sloop Zephyr in the year 1965.
Heart of Darkness meets The Poisonwood Bible in the most ambitious and mesmeric book yet from the Orange prize-winning author of Bel
Canto.
Throughout Western history, the societies that have made the greatest contributions to the spread of freedom have created iconic works of
art to celebrate their achievements. Yet despite the enduring appeal of these works—from the Parthenon to Michelangelo’s David to
Picasso’s Guernica—histories of both art and democracy have ignored this phenomenon. Millions have admired the artworks covered in this
book but relatively few know why they were commissioned, what was happening in the culture that produced them, or what they were meant
to achieve. Even scholars who have studied them for decades often miss the big picture by viewing them in isolation from a larger story of
human striving. David’s Sling places into context ten canonical works of art executed to commemorate the successes of free societies that
exerted political and economic influence far beyond what might have been expected of them. Fusing political and art history with a judicious
dose of creative reconstruction, Victoria Coates has crafted a lively narrative around each artistic object and the free system that inspired it.
This book integrates the themes of creative excellence and political freedom to bring a fresh, new perspective to both. In telling the stories of
ten masterpieces, David’s Sling invites reflection on the synergy between liberty and human achievement.
An updated guide to the renowned parenting philosophy Attachment parenting is the beloved, yet often misunderstood, philosophy of
ensuring your children grow up with their needs completely fulfilled. Modern Attachment Parenting gives you all the information you need to
choose your own AP adventure. Modern Attachment Parenting doesn't overload you with parenting rules, but rather empowers you with
information. It is an evolution of the science, free of any guilt, misgivings, or judgment on your formal parental role, and an open philosophy of
finding the version right for you--an a la carte buffet of AP. This standout among attachment parenting books includes: The baby b's--Meet
your baby's core needs with these seven tools including birth bonding, breastfeeding, and balance. Not just for couples--No matter what your
family structure looks like, single, married, working, or co-parenting, the methods and philosophies of attachment parenting work equally
great. Myth vs reality--Don't be fooled by common misconceptions about AP--learn about the positive realities of raising a child with this
philosophy. Modern Attachment Parenting is everything an AP book should be. Give your child the love and support they deserve by using
the techniques outlined in this fine text.
An American bioengineering research firm erects a theme park on a Caribbean island, complete with living dinosaurs, and invites a group of
scientists to be its first terrified guests.
Your baby sleeps in your bed, and you love it. Except for those nagging worries about safety. ("She's so small, I'm so big!") And what your
relatives are saying. ("She'll never leave your bed!") And that little foot that always ends up on your face. Worry no more! Good Nights puts
your concerns about the family bed to rest, with fun and easy-to-use guidance on safety, coping with criticism, and even keeping the spark in
your marriage (albeit outside the bedroom). With warmth and humor, Dr. Jay Gordon, a nationally recognized pediatrician who has endorsed
the family bed for decades, and Maria Goodavage, a former USA Today staff writer with training in sleep research, give you everything you'll
need in order to thrive - and at times, simply survive - with the family bed. Good Nights provides a comprehensive look at: - SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH - Science is uncovering a wealth of advantages, including possible protection from SIDS, for babies who share their parents'
bed. - SURPRISING BENEFITS - Parents of young babies get much more sleep with the family bed! And little ones who spend time sleeping
next to parents end up more independent (you read that right!) and closer to their parents than their cribbed peers. - SAFETY - The authors
give simple-to-follow advice on how to make your family bed at least as safe as a crib. - SOUND SLEEP - Yes, it can be had. Good Nights
lets you know how to overcome the obstacles. - SEX - Ditto. - SAYING GOOD-BYE - Your child really will leave your bed! Good Nights helps
you help your child move on when the time is right. If you're among the record number of parents turning to the family bed, turn to Good
Nights. It's a bedside companion you won't want to be without.
An award-winning Outside magazine writer documents the 1983 Colorado River flood that threatened the region with a catastrophic dam
failure and prompted oarsman Kenton Grua's near-suicidal effort to navigate the turbulent waters of the Emerald Mile on a small wooden dory
to achieve a world speed record.
Three sisters struggle with the bonds that hold their family together as they face a darkness settling over their lives in this “one of a kind”
(Kirkus Reviews, starred review) debut novel that’s a finalist for the William C. Morris Award. There are three beautiful blond Babcock sisters:
gorgeous and foul-mouthed Adrienne, observant and shy Vanessa, and the youngest and best-loved, Marie. Their mother is ill with leukemia
and the girls spend a lot of time with her at a Mexican clinic across the border from their San Diego home so she can receive alternative
treatments. Vanessa is the middle child, a talented pianist who is trying to hold her family together despite the painful loss that they all know
is inevitable. As she and her sisters navigate first loves and college dreams, they are completely unaware that an illness far more insidious
than cancer poisons their home. Their world is about to shatter under the weight of an incomprehensible betrayal…

Explains the advantages of a plant-based diet for families with children and offers a collection of family-friendly vegan recipes for
breakfast foods, soups, salads, sandwiches, snacks, main and side dishes, breads, and desserts.
A complete guide to the concept of attachment parenting, which argues that parental responsiveness to a baby's needs leads to a
well-adjusted child, offers tips on breastfeeding on demand, responding to a baby's cries, minimizing parent-child separation, and
avoiding baby "gadgets." Original.
Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone being scared of him. On account of his size and looking like his
dad. Kevin is used to being called Dwarf. On account of his size and being some cripple kid. But greatness comes in all sizes, and
together Max and Kevin become Freak The Mighty and walk high above the world. An inspiring, heartbreaking, multi-award
winning international bestseller.
A real-world guide to Attachment Parenting from the Big Bang Theory actress, neuroscientist, and mother Mayim Bialik—a book
hailed by Dr. William Sears as “delightful” and by Ricki Lake as “a fantastic guide to birth and parenting that is packed with
invaluable wisdom.” Mayim Bialik was the child star of the popular 1990s TV sitcom Blossom, but she definitely didn’t follow the
typical child-star trajectory. Instead, Mayim got her PhD in neuroscience from UCLA, married her college sweetheart, and had two
kids. Mayim then did what many new moms do—she read a lot of books, talked with other parents, and she soon started
questioning a lot of the conventional wisdom she heard about the “right” way to raise a child. That’s when she turned to
Attachment Parenting, a philosophy and lifestyle popularized by well-known physicians like Dr. William Sears and Dr. Jay Gordon.
To Mayim, Attachment Parenting’s natural, child-led approach not only felt right emotionally, it made sense intellectually and
instinctually. She found that when she followed her intuition and relaxed into her role as a mother instead of following some rigid
parenting script, both she and her children thrived. Taking into account her experience as a mother (and her scientific
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background), Mayim presents the major tenets of Attachment Parenting, including: Baby wearing: How to “wear” your baby in a
sling or a wrap to foster a closer bond with your child—it’s possible even for mamas with bad backs (and with big babies)!
Breastfeeding: Learn how to listen to your baby’s cues rather than sticking to a rigid schedule—and why people on airplanes love a
nursing mother! Gentle discipline: How to get your child to behave without yelling, threats, or time-outs—it really is possible. Cosleeping: How to avoid “sleep training” and get a great night’s sleep for the whole family. Without the pretense and luxuries
typical of so many Hollywood actors and parents, Mayim describes the beauty, simplicity, and purposefulness of Attachment
Parenting, and how it’s become the guiding principle for her family. Much more than a simple how-to parenting guide, Beyond the
Sling shows us that the core principles underlying Attachment Parenting are universal and can be appreciated no matter how you
decide to raise your child.
Who wore the first pants? Who painted the first masterpiece? Who first rode the horse? Who invented soap? This madcap
adventure across ancient history uses everything from modern genetics to archaeology to uncover the geniuses behind these and
other world-changing innovations. Who invented the wheel? Who told the first joke? Who drank the first beer? Who was the
murderer in the first murder mystery, who was the first surgeon, who sparked the first fire--and most critically, who was the first to
brave the slimy, pale oyster? In this book, writer Cody Cassidy digs deep into the latest research to uncover the untold stories of
some of these incredible innovators (or participants in lucky accidents). With a sharp sense of humor and boundless enthusiasm
for the wonders of our ancient ancestors, Who Ate the First Oyster? profiles the perpetrators of the greatest firsts and catastrophes
of prehistory, using the lives of individuals to provide a glimpse into ancient cultures, show how and why these critical
developments occurred, and educate us on a period of time that until recently we've known almost nothing about.
In a novel-in-verse that brims with grief and love, National Book Award-winning and New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth
Acevedo writes about the devastation of loss, the difficulty of forgiveness, and the bittersweet bonds that shape our lives. Camino
Rios lives for the summers when her father visits her in the Dominican Republic. But this time, on the day when his plane is
supposed to land, Camino arrives at the airport to see crowds of crying people… In New York City, Yahaira Rios is called to the
principal’s office, where her mother is waiting to tell her that her father, her hero, has died in a plane crash. Separated by
distance—and Papi’s secrets—the two girls are forced to face a new reality in which their father is dead and their lives are forever
altered. And then, when it seems like they’ve lost everything of their father, they learn of each other. Great for summer reading or
anytime! Clap When You Land is a Today show pick for “25 children’s books your kids and teens won’t be able to put down this
summer!" Plus don't miss Elizabeth Acevedo's The Poet X and With the Fire on High!
The author describes how she forged positive relationships with her sons through Attachment Parenting practices, sharing advice
on how to address a child's needs without resorting to pop culture trends.
Challenges idealized concepts about motherhood that the author believes compromise women's rights and empowerment without
benefiting children, citing such factors as unrealistic parenting standards, media scare tactics, Reprint. 500,000 first printing.

A coming-of-age story about learning to celebrate yourself -- and teaching the world to recognize you, too -- perfect for
fans of R. J. Palacio's Wonder! "This glimpse into the world of a young autistic girl is astonishingly insightful and honest.
Tally's struggles to 'fit in' are heart-wrenching, and her victories are glorious." -- Ann M. Martin, Newbery Honor and New
York Times bestselling author of Rain ReignThings Tally is dreading about sixth grade:-- Being in classes without her
best friends-- New (scratchy) uniforms-- Hiding her autismTally isn't ashamed of being autistic -- even if it complicates life
sometimes, it's part of who she is. But this is her first year at Kingswood Academy, and her best friend, Layla, is the only
one who knows. And while a lot of other people are uncomfortable around Tally, Layla has never been one of them . . .
until now.Something is different about sixth grade, and Tally now feels like she has to act "normal." But as Tally hides her
true self, she starts to wonder what "normal" means after all and whether fitting in is really what matters most.Inspired by
young coauthor Libby Scott's own experiences with autism, this is an honest and moving middle-school story of friends,
family, and finding one's place.
A one-armed computer technician, a radical blonde bombshell, an aging academic, and a sentient all-knowing computer
lead the lunar population in a revolution against Earth's colonial rule
Beyond the SlingA Real-Life Guide to Raising Confident, Loving Children the Attachment Parenting WaySimon and
Schuster
"Stone In A Sling" is the true, gripping story of a soldier named Scott Meehan and his experiences over a 25-year military
career. Starting his career as a private and retiring as a major, Meehan is a professional who puts duty and honor above
self-interest. Beginning in the city of Bogota with a terrorist bombing, the journey weaves through the path of intrigue
during the Cold War in Berlin, and intensifies during Desert Storm, reaching its philosophical and theological conclusion
in Iraq during Operation Iraqi Freedom. Scott sets you right into the action with a book that is hard to put down, vividly
describing military life portraying the army wife and family, daily irritations of the desert, exploding bombs, and wintery
cold of Berlin. His accounts of the miracles, his relationship with God, and relationships with multicultural people across
the globe depict a study in character, values, integrity, faith and selflessness. This is an unforgettable account about a
man who embodies the best in our nation--and the good in us all.
WINNER OF THE 2021 JOYCE CAROL OATES PRIZE NAMED A BEST BOOK OF 2020 BY O MAGAZINE, THE NEW
YORKER, THE WASHINGTON POST, REAL SIMPLE, THE GUARDIAN, AND MORE FINALIST FOR: THE STORY
PRIZE, THE L.A. TIMES BOOK PRIZE, THE ASPEN WORDS LITERARY PRIZE, THE CHAUTAUQUA PRIZE “Sublime
short stories of race, grief, and belonging . . . an extraordinary new collection . . .” —The New Yorker “Evans’s new
stories present rich plots reflecting on race relations, grief, and love . . .” —The New York Times Book Review, Editor’s
Choice “Danielle Evans demonstrates, once again, that she is the finest short story writer working today.” —Roxane Gay,
The New York Times–bestselling author of Difficult Women and Bad Feminist The award-winning author of Before You
Suffocate Your Own Fool Self brings her signature voice and insight to the subjects of race, grief, apology, and American
history. Danielle Evans is widely acclaimed for her blisteringly smart voice and X-ray insights into complex human
relationships. With The Office of Historical Corrections, Evans zooms in on particular moments and relationships in her
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characters’ lives in a way that allows them to speak to larger issues of race, culture, and history. She introduces us to
Black and multiracial characters who are experiencing the universal confusions of lust and love, and getting walloped by
grief—all while exploring how history haunts us, personally and collectively. Ultimately, she provokes us to think about the
truths of American history—about who gets to tell them, and the cost of setting the record straight. In “Boys Go to
Jupiter,” a white college student tries to reinvent herself after a photo of her in a Confederate-flag bikini goes viral. In
“Richard of York Gave Battle in Vain,” a photojournalist is forced to confront her own losses while attending an old
friend’s unexpectedly dramatic wedding. And in the eye-opening title novella, a black scholar from Washington, DC, is
drawn into a complex historical mystery that spans generations and puts her job, her love life, and her oldest friendship at
risk.
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide
The Butter Battle Book, Dr. Seuss's classic cautionary tale, introduces readers to the important lesson of respecting
differences. The Yooks and Zooks share a love of buttered bread, but animosity brews between the two groups because
they prefer to enjoy the tasty treat differently. The timeless and topical rhyming text is an ideal way to teach young
children about the issues of tolerance and respect. Whether in the home or in the classroom, The Butter Battle Book is a
must-have for readers of all ages.
The classic guide of the post-Dr. Spock generation has been revised to include the latest information on virtually every
aspect of infant and baby care. THE BABY BOOK is unrivaled in its scope and authority, and presents a practical,
contemporary approach to parenting that reflects the way we live today. Focusing on the essential needs of
babies--eating, sleeping, development, health, and comfort--it addresses the questions of greatest concern to parents.
The Searses acknowledge that there is no one way to parent a baby, and they offer the basic guidance and inspiration
you need to develop the parenting style that best suits you and your child. THE BABY BOOK is a rich and invaluable
resource that will help you get the most out of parenting--for your child, for yourself, and for your entire family.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will
allow her to speak for the first time.
4GW (Fourth Generation Warfare) is the only kind of war America has ever lost. And we have done so three times – in Vietnam, Lebanon,
and Somalia. This form of warfare has also defeated the French in Vietnam and Algeria, and the USSR in Afghanistan…As the only Goliath
left in the world, we should be worried that the world’s Davids have found a sling and stone that work." – Chapter 1, The Sling and the Stone:
On War in the 21st Century. The War in Iraq. The War on Terror. These types of "asymmetrical" warfare are the conflicts of the 21st century –
and show how difficult it is for the world's remaining superpower to battle insurgents and terrorists who will fight unconventionally in the face
of superior military power. This change in military conflict may seem sudden.
"Using scientific facts, personal anecdotes, and wisdom gained from the world around us, Mayim Bialik, the star of The Big Bang Theory,
shares what she has learned from her life and her many years studying neuroscience to tell you how you grow from a girl to a woman
biologically, psychologically, and sociologically"--Amazon.com.
Soon to be a major motion picture starring Matthew McConaughey and Idris Elba “An impressive work of mythic magnitude that may turn out
to be Stephen King’s greatest literary achievement” (The Atlanta Journal-Constitution), The Gunslinger is the first volume in the epic Dark
Tower Series. A #1 national bestseller, The Gunslinger introduces readers to one of Stephen King’s most powerful creations, Roland of
Gilead: The Last Gunslinger. He is a haunting figure, a loner on a spellbinding journey into good and evil. In his desolate world, which mirrors
our own in frightening ways, Roland tracks The Man in Black, encounters an enticing woman named Alice, and begins a friendship with the
boy from New York named Jake. Inspired in part by the Robert Browning narrative poem, “Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came,” The
Gunslinger is “a compelling whirlpool of a story that draws one irretrievable to its center” (Milwaukee Sentinel). It is “brilliant and fresh…and
will leave you panting for more” (Booklist).
The adventures of a little boy in the city on a very snowy day. On board pages.
A 1971 Newbery Honor Book The Navajo tribe's forced march from their homeland to Fort Sumner by white soldiers and settlers is
dramatically and courageously told by young Bright Morning.
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